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A detailed study of the structural and elastic properties of Pe/Cu superlattices has been
performed. These superlattices exhibit a structural phase transition as a function of layer
thickness in which bee a-Fe transforms into fee y-Fe. This structural phase transition in which
the Fe layers become coherent with the Cu layers is signaled by clear-cut changes in elastic and
magnetic properties. The elastic properties studied through this transition indicate that in-plane
coherency plays an important role in the elastic behavior of metallic superlattices.

I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the mechanical properties of metallic
superlattices and multilayers has been a challenging experimental and theoretical problem. ’ The current, generally
accepted, experimental conclusion is that elastic anomalies
are present in metallic superlattices. These anomalies, although not as striking as those in the original report,2 nevertheless are much larger than any predictions based on
simple continuum elasticity theory. In almost all cases the
elastic anomalies, which may typically be of the order of
10%-50%,3-9 are correlated with structural lattice expansions and contractions of the order of 2%-4%.5P7197’oThe
origin of the observed structural expansions is not well
understood at the present time.
A number of theoretical models have been advanced to
explain the origin of the elastic anomalies. In general these
theoretical explanations can be divided into two categories:
electronic or structural. Electronic explanations have attributed the presence of elastic anomalies either to changes
in the Fermi surface due to the added periodicity of the
superlattice”-l3 or to charge transfer across the interfaces.‘4Y” Structural explanations attribute the elastic
anomalies to strains present at the interfaces.‘6-22 Numerical simulations that use the experimentally measured expansions are able to quantitatively fit the elastic anomalies.‘7122To date, however, no comprehensive theory has
emerged that simultaneously describes the structural and
the elastic anomalies. Although a first step in this direction
is the “grain-boundary” model,U)221a quantitative theory
I_
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applicable to the different structures experimentally investigated has not yet emerged.
Experimentally, it is clear that the elastic and structural anomalies are correlated. It is therefore important to
explore this fact in systems in which precise structural and
mechanical measurements are performed. We present here
a detailed study of both structural and mechanical characteristics of Fe/Cu superlattices. Since it is known that Fe
can exist in a variety of epitaxial phases which are determined by the growth conditions, this is an ideal system in
which to study the relationship between structure and elastic properties. More specifically, it has already been shown
that in a superlattice Fe undergoes a structural phase transition from bee cr-Fe to fee y-Fe which depends on the
thicknesses of the Fe and Cu layers.23-27
II. EXPERIMENTAL

DETAILS

Fe/Cu superlattices (with either 0.2 or 0.5 pm total
thickness) were prepared using magnetron sputtering onto
ambient temperature sapphire, mica, and Si substrates as
described earlier. ” The thicknesses were determined by
precise control of the sputtering rates and by timing the
computer-controlled substrate holder. Four series of films
in the superlattice wavelength 10 A < A < 300 A with nominal relative thicknesses (tpe :tLx) of 3:1, l:l, 1:2, and 1:3
were prepared.29 To investigate the effect of a buffer layer a
series with a 500 A Cu underlayer was also fabricated. This
buffer layer produces no measurable effect on either the
structural or the mechanical properties. Structural studies
were performed on a computer-controlled Rigaku D-Max
II x-ray diffractometer using CuKa! radiation. Roomtemperature magnetization measurements were performed
using a vibrating sample magnetometer and conversion
17370-O&$06.00
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FIG. 1. Low-angle 0-2-28x-ray-diffraction spectra for representative 1:l
Fe/Cu superlattices. Spectra are offset for clarity. Numbers indicate the
order of the low-angle peaks.

electron MSssbauer spectroscopy (CEMS). Shear elastic
constants were measured using Brillouin scattering with a
5 +2 tandem Fabry-Perot spectrometer and the perpendicular longitudinal modulus C’s, was measured using transient piezoreflectance (TPR) measurements.3o131
Ill. STRUCTURE
Low- and high-angle 8-28 and 8 (rocking curves)
x-ray scans allow a detailed structural characterization of
the samples. Figure 1 shows low-angle 8-28 x-ray scans for
a representative series of samples. Well-resolved low-angle
diffraction peaks were observed for all modulation wavelengths studied indicating a well-defined layered structure.
Finite-size peaks which arise from interference of the surface and substrate reflections can be seen in about the
third-order reflection of the A = 118 ii film.
High-angle x-ray results are similar to those observed
by a number of groups.23-26For large modulations, A > 200
%i, Cu( 111) and a-Fe bcc( 110) peaks are resolved separately, whereas at smaller A, a single broad diffraction peak
is found at 219located between the Cu( 111) and a-Fe( 110)
peaks (Fig. 2). Rocking curves about this peak indicate
that the mosaic spread is of the order of 20”. High-angle
superlattice satellites are not observed and the Cu(200),
Cu( 220)) and Cu( 3 11) have much smaller intensities than
the Cu(ll1).
The samples with ratios (tFc :tcu) 3: 1 and 1: 1 exhibit
a-Fe growth for all modulations as indicated by the presence of Fe bcc( 200) and bcc( 211) peaks. However, the
samples with the nominal ratio ( tFe :tcu) 1:2 and 1:3 show
that the intensity of the a-Fe(200) and (211) peaks decreases with decreasing A until they disappear in the samples with the lowest modulations. Figure 2 shows the main
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FIG. 2. High-angle 8-28 x-ray-diffraction scans of 1:2 samples with scattering vector normal to the superlattice. X-ray spectra are offset for clarity. The A=27 and 20 %, samples’spectra are reduced in intensity by a
factor of 5. Dashed lines indicate the expected position of Cu( 111) and
cr-Fe( 110) peak positions.

diffraction peak for a series of samples with nominal ratios
(tFe :tcu) 1:2. As in the case for the other thickness ratios,
a single diffraction peak is observed intermediate between
the expected Cu( 111) and the a-Fe( 110) peaks. The peak
position and its shape are independent of A down to A~35
A. For smaller A, the 8-28 peak and the rocking curve
sharpen and the diffraction peak shifts toward the Cu ( 111)
position indicating that a structural transition has taken
place in the superlattice. These changes occur in the region
of A where the a-Fe bcc(200) and (211) lines disappear
and the bee a-Fe peaks were found to be absent in transmission x-ray scans of the A = 20 b; sample. The coherence
length extracted from the width of the high-angle diffraction line is greater than 1OA. A similar shift and sharpening of the high-angle diffraction peak is observed for the 1:3
samples near the same Fe layer thickness.
For the 1:2 A=20 and 115 A samples, the 8-28 scan
along the expected bcc(211) and fcc( 311) directions
(scattering angle of 29.7” with respect to the film normal)
is shown in Fig. 3. In the A= 115 A sample both the a-Fe
bcc(211) and Cu fcc(311) are observed. The bcc(211)
peak at the expected a-Fe position is absent in the A=20
A sample and a sharp peak is observed at the expected
Cu( 3 11) position with a linewidth of z 1.5”. This linewidth translates into a coherence length larger than 75 w
along the fee (3 11) direction which extends over many layers and is clear evidence for a coherent fee structure of the
Cu and Fe layers in this superlattice. If the growth were
not coherent (i.e., bee Fe on fee Cu), the coherence length
would be limited by the finite thickness of the individual
layers since the fee ( 111) and bcc( 110) planes have different rotational symmetries and are incoherent along the
bcc(211)-fcc(311)
directions.
Fullerton et
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FIG. 3. High-angle 8-26 x-ray-diffraction scansof 1:2 samplesfor A=20
and 115 .& with the scattering vector at 29.7”relative to the film normal.
Arrows indicate expected positions of a-Fe(211) and Cu(311) peaks.
Thesepeaksare expectedat 30”and 29.5”with respectto the film normal,
respectively,and should both be observable.
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FiguEe 4 shows the perpendicular average lattice parameter d extracted directly from the central peak position
of the high-angle diffraction data. All samples with ratios
( tF, :t,-J 3: 1 and 1:l show only slight changes in 2 as a
function of A, whereas the samples with the ratio 1:2 and
1:3 show little change down to the thickness at which the
bee a-Fe to fee y-Fe occurs. At this thickness, the structural phase transition is signaled by an expansion in which
the average lattice spacing becomes almost equal to the
bulk Cu lattice parameter.
The structural results presented above are indicative of
a phase transition of the Fe layers in superlattices with
tcu> lStr, and for tFe< 12 A. The results are consistent
with previous reports of the presence of fee Y-Fe in Fe/Cu
superlattices.23-27
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FIG. 4. Perpendicular averagelattice spacing 2 as a function of A for
different ratios fr, :tcU. (+) 3:l; (0) 1:l; (A) 1:2; and (*) 13. Arrows
indicate the expected peak positions of bulk Fe( 110) and Cu( 111) and
superlattice positions.
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FIG. 5. CEMS results on 1:l Fe/& superlattices. (a) Measured spectrum (circles) for A=26 A sample and fit to a distribution of hyperflne
fields (line). (b) Distribution of hyperfme field P(H) vs hyperflne fi$d H
determinedfrom fitting the measuredMossbauerspectrafor A=26 A and
A=13 8,

IV. M&SBAUER

RESULTS

To study the local invironment of the Fe atoms, three
superlattices were studied by CEMS. Shown in Fig. 5 (a) is
the measured CEMS spectra for an Fe( 13 A)/Cu( 13 A)
superlattice measured at room temperature and zero applied field. The spectrum consists of the expected magnetically split six lines. The magnetic splitting is most dependent on the nearest-neighbor (nn), and next-nearestneighbor (nnn) environment of the Fe atoms. The Fe
atoms with one or more Cu nn or m m will have a reduced
hyperfine field relative to the value of the atoms with all Fe
neighbors. The CEMS spectra were fit with a superposition
of six line subspectra which have a distribution of hyperfine
fields H. The isomer shift of each subspectrum was tit as an
independent parameter. Quadrupole splitting and relative
line broadening were ignored. The fit of a CEMS spectrum
generates a P(H) plot, where P(H) is the relative height of
a subspectra with hyperfine field H. Each P(H) distribution is normalized, so that the sum of the P(H) values
equals one.
Shown in Fig. 5 (b) are the results of fitting the CEMS
spectra to a distribution of hyperfine fields for 1: 1 samples
with A=26 A and A= 13 A. The resulting P(H) curve for
the A = 26 A sample shows a sharp peak at H= 3 15 kOe,
which corresponds to the Fe atoms with all Fe nn and nnn.
This value is slightly reduced compared to the bulk Fe
value (H= 330 kOe) and has been observed in other
Fe/Cu superlattices. 32P33
The contribution of the Fe atoms
near the interface which have some Cu neighbors gives rise
Fullerton et
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FIG. 6. Room-temperature saturation magnetization M, vs A for different ratios of tFe:tcU: (+) 3:l; (0) 1:l; (A) 1:2, and (*) 1:3. The arrow
indicates the bulk Fe moment.

to the tail at lower H in the P(H) curve. For an Fe thickncss of 13 A (corresponding to ~6.5 monolayers of Fe), if
the interface were chemically sharp, then ~40% of the Fe
layers will have all Fe nn and nnn. The intensity of the
H=315 kOe peak is 42% of the spectrum, indicating that
there is very little interdiffusion (Z 1 monolayer) at each
interface in agreement with Refs. 23, 32, and 33. When the
Fe thickness is decreased to ~7 h;, all the Fe atoms should
have at least one Cu nn or nnn. This should result in the
disappearance of the peak at 3 15 kOe which is clearly evident in Fig. 5(b). The fact that P (315 kOe) is finite may
indicate that there are some layer thickness fluctuations
giving rise. to thicker regions of Fe. The CEMS results also
show that less than 10% of the Fe atoms are nonmagnetic.
This is direct contrast with the Miissbauer spectrum for the
1:2 Fe/Cu superlattices with ~7 A Fe layer which has the
Y-Fe structure. The room-temperature spectrum is a nonmagnetic, essentially unsplit Mijssbauer spectrum in agreement with previous studies.”
V. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
Further supporting evidence for the formation of fee
T-Fe in the 1:2 and 1:3 samples comes from magnetization
measurements. The measured room-temperature saturation magnetization Iw, of the Fe layer as a function of
modulation wavelength is shown in Fig. 6 for the various
series of samples. The saturation magnetization for the 3: 1
and 1: 1 samples is only slightly A dependent with M, close
to the value for bulk Fe in agreement with previous measurements.3S33The slight decrease of M,$ at lower Fe thicknesses is due to a decreased magnetic contribution of the
Fe atoms close to the interface as indicated in the CEMS
results. In contrast to the 3:l and 1:l samples, the 1:2 and
1:3 superlattices show a sharp drop in magnetization close
to the same critical thickness at which the x-ray lines shift.
At the smallest modulations, the room-temperature ferromagnetic signal is less than 5% of that expected for a-Fe,
indicating that the majority of the Fe has transformed into
a nonmagnetic phase in agreement with the Miissbauer
7373
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FIG. 7. Surface phonon velocity vs A for different ratios of iFe:tcU: (+)
3:l; (0) 1:l; (A) 1:2; and (*) 1:3.

results. For comparable Fe layer thickness in the 1:l superlattices, the Fe moment is 70% of the expected moment
with less than 10% of the Fe nonmagnetic as determined
by CEMS. These results are in agreement with earlier measurements on epitaxial Fe on Cu films34*35and small Fe
clusters in a Cu matrix.“” All these earlier measurements
indicate that Fe transforms to a nonmagnetic y-Fe phase
below a certain critical thickness or size.
VI. ELASTIC PROPERTIES
Figure 7 shows the surface phonon velocity u measured
using Brillioun scattering on superlattices with a total
thickness > 5000 A. The various symbols represent samples from series with different Fe:Cu ratios and the solid
lines are guides to the eye. The surface phonon velocity is
related to the shear elastic constant C,, through37

lJ=B,EZ

(1)

where p is the average mass density of the film, and B
(~0.8-1.0) is a constant that depends weakly on C’ii, C33,
and C,,. The measured velocities can be directly compared
to the velocities calculated using continuum elasticity theOlYy.37 The velocities expected for the superlattice calculated using the bulk Fe and Cu elastic moduli3s are shown
by the arrows in Fig. 7. Because the samples are polycrystalline in the plane, the elastic constants have to be averaged over all possible in-plane orientations. This gives rise
to some uncertainty in the calculated velocity depending
on the averaging procedure (Reuss or Voigt).39 The arrows on the right-hand side represent the Reuss average
and the arrows on the left-hand side the Voigt.
At large A, there is agreement between calculated and
measured velocities since the latter are within the calculated range, although closer to the Reuss average values;
however, as A decreases, the phonon wave velocity initially
decreases for all samples. This behavior is similar to that of
other immiscible bcc/fcc superlattices.3-7”o The decrease
Fullerton et
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FIG. 8. Longitudinal phonon velocity perpendicularto the layers vs A for
diierent ratios of tFe:tcn : (0) 1:l and (*) 1:3.

in the 1: 1 sample phonon velocity is 13% which corresponds to a 25% decrease in C’ Since no major changes
are found in the perpendicular lattice spacing this is clearly
not the relevant structural parameter which drives the
shear elastic constant changes. The most striking results
are obtained for the samples with nominal tFe :tcu ratios 1:2
and 1:3. In this case a minimum develops in the phonon
velocity with the minimum coinciding with the thickness at
which the a-Fe to Y-Fe transition takes place.
The longitudinal sound velocity measured by TPR is
shown in Fig. S for the t Fe :tcu ratio 1:3 and 1:l samples
with total thickness of 2000 A. The longitudinal phonon
velocity is related to the elastic constant C,, through
“= G G

(2)

We were unable to obtain a measurable signal from the
Fe-rich samples due to a lack of sufficient contrast in the
density and elastic properties at the film-substrate interface. The behavior of the sound velocity in this case is quite
different from the shear velocity described above. The expected longitudinal velocity calculated from the bulk Fe
and Cu elastic constants is 5.55 and 5.35 for the 1:l and 1:3
samples, respectively. The measured velocity of the large A
samples is lower than the expected values, which may result from the mosaic spread of the crystals. As seen for the
surface wave velocity, the 1:l samples show a slight monotonic drop as A decreases. The behavior of the longitudinal
velocity in the 1:3 samples is quite different from the surface velocity described above. In the 1:3 samples with large
A ( > 60 A) the velocities are constant within experimental
error. As A decreases, the longitudinal velocity sharply
drops at the thickness corresponding to the structural
phase transition. This behavior is opposite to the A < 60 A
7374
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A number of conclusions can be drawn from these data
that are independent of specific theoretical models, as follows.
(i) Clearly in this system the earlier correlation between perpendicular lattice spacing 2 and phonon velocity
is not crucial. The most dramatic changes in a are for the
1:2 and 1:3 samples where both 2 and surface phonon
velocities increase with decreasing A. Therefore, the behavior of the shear modulus cannot simply be assigned to the
perpendicular lattice changes or a weakening of the perpendicular bonding.
(ii) The elastic anomalies in Fe/Cu superlattices are
strongly correlated with the structural phase transition of
the Fe layers. The x-ray studies indicate quite conclusively
that the thin layers of Fe ( < 12 A) transform into y-Fe
when the Cu layer is thicker than the Fe layer.
(iii) In the present case, the thin layers which form
coherent interfaces (Y-Fe) have a shear modulus close to
the value, at large A (a-Fe) and a longitudinal modulus
softened with respect to the large A value.
A comparison of our experimental results with the tlieoretical models of the supermodulus effect is severely hampered by lack of detailed predictions of all but the grainboundary mode1.20*2tFor example, in the electron transfer
modelI it could be argued that the charge transfer drives
the bee-fee phase transformation and that all elastic anomalies simply reflection this fact. Speculative arguments such
as this cannot be either proved or disproved with our current knowledge of these systems and hence they provide no
useful insight. We believe that similar arguments could be
made for the surface tension model,‘7”8 the zone folding
model,‘1-‘3 and perhaps also for the coherency strain
mode1.169’7
Until the above models are able to produce specific
predictions, our results can only be corn ared with the
predictions of the grain-boundary model. P‘a21 Even here,
however, only a qualitative comparison can be made since
the calculations were performed for fcc/fcc superlattices
and did not consider structural phase changes. We suggest
that the experimental results can be qualitatively understood as a superlattice system that undergoes a coherentincoherent phase transformation. In Ref. 21 is has been
shown that in an incoherent interface superlattice, C,
should decrease sharply and Cs3should change by less than
~3%. For the coherent interface case, C, should be almost independent of A and C,, should decrease by s 12%.
For samples with no y-Fe detected (i.e., all 3:l and 1:l
samples and t,,> 12 A in the 1:2 and 1:3 samples) the
softening in C, and the small change in C3, are consistent
with atomic level disorder at an incoherent interface.*l For
tFe< 12 8, in the 1:2 and 1:3 samples where y-Fe is present,
the increase in C, and decrease in C3, are consistent with
the formation of coherent interfaces in which the changes
Fullerton et a/.
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are produced by the removal of disorder as y-Fe is formed.
If the small A samples are indeed perfectly coherent, then
these samples should reflect the elastic properties of T-Fe.
Our results would then indicate that CM of y-Fe is roughly
equal to that of o-Fe and C3, is somewhat lower.
In conclusion, we have performed a detailed study of
the structure and elastic properties of Fe/Cu superlattices.
For certain modulation wavelengths and ratios of Fe:Cu
thicknesses, these superlattices exhibit a structural phase
transition in which bee a-Fe transforms into fee Y-Fe. This
structural phase transition is signaled by clear cut changes
in structural parameters, in the magnetic properties, and in
the mechanical properties. Our results are in good agreement with the predictions of the grain-boundary model.
However, a clear-cut explanation and a way to properly
engineer elastic constants into artificial materials will only
arise if theoretical calculations are performed specifically
on the same systems that are studied experimentally.
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